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Key Takeaways
Mobile Shopping Penetration Did Not Grow In 
the Last Year
Data that Forrester collects from the retail 
industry suggests that the percentage of online 
sales made via a mobile phone declined from 
43% in 2016 to 36% in 2017. This occurred in 
spite of the fact that eCommerce grew by 14% in 
the same time frame.

Key factors Are Holding Back Mobile 
Shopping Growth
US shoppers still prefer PCs and larger screens to 
complete eCommerce transactions. And average 
mobile speeds in the US also are slower than in 
many other countries.

Lackluster Mobile Payments Adoption 
Impedes Mobile Shopping
Mobile conversion rates are lower than desktop/
laptop conversion rates. Few retailers have 
adopted mobile-specific forms of payment — but 
few shoppers use them in the first place. Many 
mobile sites still require too many cumbersome 
keystrokes at checkout, impeding mobile 
commerce adoption.

Why Read This Report

Retailers have been aggressively investing in 
mobile commerce. However, the total percentage 
of physical goods retail in the US sold via mobile 
devices has not grown significantly in recent 
years. Digital business executives should carefully 
analyze the objectives that they have for their 
mobile investments and recognize the limitations 
of the mobile channel. This report explores the 
facts around current mobile shopping figures and 
outlines what retailers need to do in the current 
landscape.
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Mobile Shopping Penetration Isn’t Getting Bigger

In recent years, retailers have been obsessed with mobile growth, in large part because digital business 
pros believed that the sky was the limit with respect to mobile’s influence on consumer shopping 
habits.1 Retailers believe these investments would position them well in the future, by which time — 
they surmised — the overwhelming majority of eCommerce would be transacted on mobile devices.2 
Not only has that “overwhelming majority” not arrived in eCommerce, but mobile penetration appears 
to be stalling altogether. In particular, we discovered a few troubling data points:

 › total mobile commerce penetration hasn’t increased in the last two years. Total US mobile 
commerce sales increased to more than $150 billion in 2017, but the penetration rate — the 
percentage of mobile commerce sales or the mobile dollar volume as a percentage of total online 
retail revenue — remained stable.3 Retailers said that an average of 43% of their total online 
sales were made via mobile devices in 2016, but that number fell to 36% in 2017 (see Figure 1). 
Furthermore, mobile commerce still constitutes a small percentage of total retail: We estimate that 
US consumers used smartphones to purchase only 2.5% of total US retail sales in 2017.4

 › Shoppers are shopping less on mobile phones. In Forrester’s annual mobile shopping behavior 
surveys, consumers also said they were less likely to buy retail products on mobile phones. In 
2016, 21% of US online adults with a mobile phone said they purchased physical goods on 
mobile phones at least weekly, but in 2017, that figure fell to 16% (see Figure 2). Furthermore, the 
percentage of US online adults who said they don’t even own a mobile phone more than doubled 
from 5% to 11% between 2016 and 2017.5
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fIGUre 1 Mobile As A Percentage Of Total Online Commerce Appears To Be Stabilizing

43%

29%

2013 2014 2015 Holiday
2015

2016 Holiday
2016

2017 Holiday
2017

21%

28%
31%

25%

36%
33%

Mobile sales as a percentage of US online retail sales

The State Of Retailing Online
Adobe Digital Insights

Note: “Mobile” combines smartphone and tablet devices.

Source: “The State Of Retailing Online,” an NRF/Shop.org study conducted by Forrester, 2014, 2015, 
2016, 2017, and 2018; “Holiday Recap Report 2016” and “Holiday Recap 2017,” Adobe Digital Insights

fIGUre 2 US Online Adults Say They Are Shopping Less Frequently On Mobile Phones

“How often do you purchase physical goods on a mobile phone?”

Base: 56,849 (2016) and 51,550 (2017) US online adults (18+) who use a mobile phone

Source: Forrester Data Consumer Technographics® North American Online Benchmark Survey (Part 1), 
2016 and 2017
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the Pc Still Dominates Digital Shopping

It can be argued that mobile commerce is just following the path of hyperadoption and 
hyperabandonment, which has become the nemesis of all digital innovation.6 While alarming, flat 
mobile shopping numbers aren’t the end of the world. After all, the retail industry and eCommerce 
continue to experience growth. In fact, US online retail sales grew by a healthy $56 billion in 2017.7 
However, the stagnation in the mobile figures above is due to several factors:

 › Larger screens are more prevalent in general. US consumers are more likely to have access to 
computers and to use those devices: 82% of US online adults say they go online via their laptops 
or desktops daily, compared with 65% who say they use their mobile phones to go online daily 
(see Figure 3). Mobile device usage is also less prevalent in the US than in other markets like China, 
where consumers are more likely to have phones and less likely to have laptops and where mobile 
commerce comprises a greater percentage of total online retail sales.8

 › consumers prefer larger screens for transactions. Shoppers overwhelmingly cited the phone’s 
limited form factor as the key reason why they do not buy on mobile devices. Over half of US online 
adults who don’t purchase on mobile devices say it’s easier to purchase on a computer, and 46% 
say they are used to buying on a computer (see Figure 4).

 › Mobile usability still isn’t top-notch. Retailers continue to see comparatively low conversion 
rates on mobile devices. Consumers still aren’t comfortable purchasing on phones, and retailers 
report a conversion rate on mobile that is an average of 55% of the conversion rate on desktops. 
Furthermore, the average transaction value on mobile browsers is 16% lower than on desktops.9 
Not surprisingly, in a Forrester Wave™ evaluation of 12 leading eCommerce sites, only two were 
ranked as Leaders in the execution of their mobile site.10 Furthermore, mobile site speed is the 
biggest complaint that consumers have about mobile browsers in general.11

 › Mobile is increasingly vying for resources with other high-priority initiatives. Retailers have 
long to-do lists every year, and in 2018 a significant percentage of retailers surveyed said they would 
focus on upgrading their eCommerce platform.12 While investments to improve their customer-
facing mobile presence was retailers’ top priority from 2014 through 2017, mobile is no longer the 
uncontested top priority. Retailers are as likely to be focused on eCommerce platform upgrades, 
digital marketing efforts, and their overall site experience as they are on the mobile channel.
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fIGUre 3 US Online Adults Are More Likely To Use Desktops And Laptops Than Mobile Phones To Go Online

Base: 58,000 US online adults (18+)

Note: Percentages may not total 100 because of rounding.

Source: Forrester Data Consumer Technographics® North American Online Benchmark Survey (Part 1), 
2017

“How often do you go online from each of the following devices?”
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fIGUre 4 US Smartphone Owners Give A Range Of Reasons For Not Shopping On Their Phone

Base: 1,311 US online adults (18+) who are smartphone users and have purchased products/services 
online but not on a smartphone in the past three months

Source: Forrester Data Consumer Technographics® North American Retail And Travel Benchmark 
Recontact Survey 1, Q3 2017 (US)

“Why don’t you use your mobile phone to purchase products/services (using app 
or browser)?”
(Multiple responses accepted)
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The battery on my phone dies too quickly
if I use it to purchase products

My mobile phone’s connection to the
internet is not fast enough

It’s not possible or it’s dif�cult to print a receipt
when buying products on a mobile phone

The transaction process is not
optimized for mobile phones

Apps do not have the same content, features,
and functionality as standard websites

I am afraid that my phone number will be sold to
a third party if I use it to purchase products

Mobile websites do not have the same content,
features, and functionality as standard websites

I don’t want to use up my
data for shopping

I don’t feel safe using mobile
payment services

The screen on my mobile
phone is too small

I am used to making purchases
on a computer

It’s easier to make a purchase on a
computer than on a mobile phone
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Look Beyond traditional Physical Goods for mcommerce Growth

To understand mobile shopping behavior, the devil is in the details: Much of the appearance of 
stagnation in mobile commerce has to do with the finite set of categories that Forrester covers in 
its forecasts. This means that the current estimates of total mobile transactions may underestimate 
what consumers are actually buying on phones. Forrester defines mobile commerce as approximately 
30 traditionally physical goods categories that may in fact be better suited for transactions to other 
channels such as stores because they require research or are complicated sales.13 Specifically, 
Forrester excludes several key categories in these calculations:

 › car services. Companies like Uber and Lyft are big and growing but aren’t captured in Forrester’s 
online commerce forecast at this time.14 Nine percent of US online adults say that they bought taxi 
or car services online in the past three months.15 Uber alone reported bookings of about $10 billion 
in Q4 2017.16 Although that’s a global number, that figure suggests a substantial annual eight-figure 
total in the US in 2017, which means Uber alone would represent a double-digit percentage of 
mobile commerce if it were included in Forrester’s calculation.17

 › Hospitality and travel. Some of the biggest mobile categories, such as airlines and hotels, aren’t 
included in the figures above that suggest flat mobile commerce figures. This is significant because 
the most frequently purchased categories on mobile devices are hotel reservations and airline 
tickets, second only to clothing. Specifically, 22% and 19% of US online adults, respectively, said 
they purchased those categories on mobile devices in the past three months (see Figure 5). And 
Forrester estimates that travel purchases on mobile devices in the US will top $60 billion in 2018.18

 › Quick-service restaurants (QSrs). Starbucks now sees over 30% of its payments being made 
via mobile devices, and its Mobile Order & Pay app represented 11% of its US company-operated 
transactions in Q1 of the 2018 fiscal year.19 Over one-quarter of Panera’s orders come digitally.20 
There has been great innovation in mobile in the restaurant industry, particularly from the large 
global chains that rely on fast service and limited menus. Forrester’s mobile figures exclude QSR 
companies like Panera, Starbucks, and the pizza companies, though the QSR industry exceeds 
$10 billion annually in the US (including delivery and mobile ordering). These companies report 
significant growth in mobile transactions and report substantial dollar volume tied to mobile 
ordering: 70% of Pizza Hut’s online orders are on mobile devices, and Domino’s says mobile 
devices account for more than 30% of its total orders.21
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fIGUre 5 Travel And Hospitality Are Among US Online Smartphone Shoppers’ Most Common Mobile Purchases

Base: 4,509 US online adults (18+) who are smartphone shoppers and bought products online

Source: Forrester Data Consumer Technographics® North American Retail And Travel Benchmark 
Recontact Survey 1, Q3 2017 (US)

“Of the products/services you purchased online in the past three months, which 
did you purchase on your mobile phone?”
Purchased while not in a physical store
(Multiple responses accepted)
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Mobile Commerce Faces Big Uphill Battles

Some categories are uniquely positioned to capture more mobile shopping share, but with a total US 
retail market of over $3.6 trillion in 2018, we are unlikely to ever see more than 20% of those sales 
coming though mobile devices without significant changes.22 Among those necessary changes to push 
mobile penetration higher in retail, we’ll need to see:

 › faster connectivity in the US. The US ranks 28th for average mobile internet speed worldwide, 
below South Korea and most Western European countries.23 Without faster mobile shopping 
experiences, consumers will continue to find shopping on bigger screens easier.

 › Greater adoption of mobile payments. In a recent audit of 12 leading US mobile commerce 
websites, five had minimal or no mobile wallet capability.24 Mobile payments for B2C transactions are 
a chicken-or-egg conundrum: Retailers haven’t embraced them, and shoppers don’t frequently use 
them.25 However, they are essential for more mobile commerce adoption.26 Despite efforts by Apple, 
Facebook, and Google to enter the payments space, none of the major tech titans has managed 
to capture substantial mobile payment volume even though they all have improved their offerings. 
PayPal is perhaps the only company with any meaningful penetration in mobile commerce.27

 › More mobile-only households. In the US, at least one-third of children from kindergarten through 
12th grade now have school-issued devices, of which the Chromebook is the most popular 
device.28 There are few “no PC” households in the US, and we don’t anticipate that changing as 
young children are becoming accustomed to larger — not smaller! — screens. Not surprisingly, 
mobile commerce is most common when people don’t have other device alternatives, such as in 
India (sometimes described as a mobile-only market) and China.29

recommendations

Focus On Customer Experience, Not your Mobile Commerce Number

We recognize that many retailers are still early in their mobile journeys and that mobile continues to be 
a significant part of their revenue and growth. Companies like eBay, Etsy, Wayfair, and others are still 
reporting large mobile commerce figures. But mobile shopping overall is not growing as quickly as it 
has in the past, and mobile’s true power lies in supporting sales on other screens or in other channels. 
Retailers need to acknowledge that reality and adjust accordingly by:

 › Making shopping carts persistent across devices. If shoppers want to buy on larger screens, 
don’t hold them back from doing that. Allow customers to email their carts to themselves, and 
match shoppers across devices so they can easily see carts across all their devices. Companies 
like eBags and eBay have done this for years and are good examples to follow. The data above 
tells us that many shoppers still prefer desktops and, even more importantly, physical stores. 
Retailers must apply the same focus they’ve had on developing superior experiences on mobile to 
other channels and touchpoints, as well.
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 › focusing on the mobile moments that matter. Retailers need to invest in mobile solutions that 
are critical to shoppers yet natural to the customer’s flow — not pursue a fool’s errand by trying to 
push for an unnaturally high percentage of mobile transactions or for apps that shoppers may not 
be using. Shipping notifications are a perfect and welcome use case for mobile investments. Two-
thirds of US online adults tell us they like to receive digital shipping notifications.30 Even sale alerts 
(chosen judiciously so as not to spam customers) can be effective.

 › Keeping an eye on mobile conversion. Mobile conversion is low, so to increase mobile use, you 
need to constantly audit your site on different devices and cut extraneous keystrokes on mobile. 
Can you autopopulate city and state from a ZIP or postal code? Do you suggest addresses in a 
drop-down as a customer starts typing, as in the Uber app or Google Maps? Does Touch ID make 
sense for your customers? Would Facebook login reduce keystrokes? Focus on fast performance 
on key dates like Black Friday and Cyber Monday, which are always heavy mobile commerce days. 
And consider whether responsive design (which is the approach many retailers choose simply 
because it is easy) is the best design approach for key pages like checkout.

 › Pushing hard on mobile payments. Mobile payments aren’t more popular in part because 
retailers have been paralyzed in integrating mobile solutions. If you’re not a PayPal One Touch 
merchant, you should be, because conversion rates are higher for those merchants that use this 
solution. But part of the problem lies with the large tech players, too: Google has yet to formally 
release its Buy button, and Apple has been quiet about Apple Pay on mobile websites and 
micropayments, which it has mastered but empowered few others to use. Challenge Apple and 
Google — they want to make more money from retailers but haven’t developed easy solutions to 
create a win-win for everyone.
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Methodology

Forrester’s current definition of mobile commerce encompasses the following categories: computers, 
computer peripherals, software, consumer electronics, consumer books, music, videos and DVDs, 
movie tickets, event tickets, beauty and cosmetics, clothing, footwear, jewelry and watches, food and 
drink, pets, toys, video games, sports equipment, flowers, furniture, large appliances, housewares, 
small appliances, garden supplies, office products, car parts, and a miscellaneous classification for all 
other physical goods sold on mobile devices. Forrester excludes car purchases, prescription drugs, 
gambling, food and drink at restaurants, gasoline, C2C, and pornography from its estimates.
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Survey Methodology

The Forrester Data Consumer Technographics® North American Online Benchmark Survey (Part 1), 
2017, was fielded in February and March 2017. This online survey included 58,000 respondents in the 
US and 6,011 respondents in Canada between the ages of 18 and 88. For results based on a randomly 
chosen sample of this size, there is 95% confidence that the results have a statistical precision of plus 
or minus 0.4% of what they would be if the entire population of US online adults (defined as those 
online weekly or more often) had been surveyed and plus or minus 1.3% of what they would be if the 
entire population of Canadian online adults had been surveyed.

Forrester weighted the data by age, gender, income, region, and broadband adoption to 
demographically represent the US and Canadian online adult populations. The survey sample size, 
when weighted, was 58,000 in the US and 6,011 in Canada. Ipsos Observer fielded this survey on 
behalf of Forrester. Survey respondent incentives included points redeemable for gift certificates.

The Forrester Data Consumer Technographics North American Online Benchmark Survey (Part 1), 
2016, was fielded in February and March 2016. This online survey included 60,049 respondents in the 
US and 6,284 respondents in Canada between the ages of 18 and 88. For results based on a randomly 
chosen sample of this size, there is 95% confidence that the results have a statistical precision of plus 
or minus 0.4% of what they would be if the entire population of US online adults (defined as those 
online weekly or more often) had been surveyed and plus or minus 1.2% of what they would be if the 
entire population of Canadian online adults had been surveyed.

Forrester weighted the data by age, gender, income, region, and broadband adoption to 
demographically represent the US and Canadian online adult populations. The survey sample size, 
when weighted, was 60,049 in the US and 6,276 in Canada. Lightspeed GMI fielded this survey on 
behalf of Forrester. Survey respondent incentives included points redeemable for gift certificates.

The Forrester Data Consumer Technographics North American Retail And Travel Benchmark Recontact 
Survey 1, Q3 2017 (US) was fielded in July 2017. This online survey included 4,509 respondents in 
the US between the ages of 18 and 88. For results based on a randomly chosen sample of this size, 
there is 95% confidence that the results have a statistical precision of plus or minus 1.5% of what they 
would be if the entire population of US online adults (defined as those online weekly or more often) had 
been surveyed.

The data was weighted by age, gender, income, broadband adoption, and region to demographically 
represent the US online adult population. The survey sample size, when weighted, was 4,509. Please 
note that the programming language herein reflects the survey respondent base for each question. Bases 
for specific questions have been changed in published data for increased clarity. Therefore, the base in 
published data may not match the base language in this document. Ipsos Observer fielded this survey 
on behalf of Forrester. Survey respondent incentives included points redeemable for gift certificates.

Note: Weighted sample sizes can be different from the actual number of respondents to account for 
individuals generally underrepresented in online panels.
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Endnotes
1 Within this document, we refer to “mobile shopping” and “mobile commerce” interchangeably; both terms refer to 

revenue generated on mobile devices in approximately 30 physical goods categories (see Methodology).

2 From 2014 to 2017, retailers ranked mobile as their top digital priority. Source: “The State Of Retailing Online 2017,” 
“The State Of Retailing Online 2016,” “The State Of Retailing Online 2015,” and “The State Of Retailing Online 2014,” 
all Shop.org studies conducted by Forrester.

3 See the Forrester report “Forrester Data: Mobile And Tablet Commerce Forecast, 2016 To 2021 (US).”

4 See the Forrester report “Forrester Data: Digital-Influenced Retail Sales Forecast, 2017 To 2022 (US).”

5 Source: Forrester Data Consumer Technographics North American Online Benchmark Survey (Part 1), 2017 and 2016.

6 The concept of hyperadoption has been well covered by VP and Principal Analyst James McQuivey. See the Forrester 
report “Will People Really Do That?”

He also addresses the challenges of keeping customers engaged in the following video. Source: “Hyperadoption 
Leads to Hyperabandonment,” youTube video, April 19, 2015 (https://youtu.be/stbRIE13Qly).

7 See the Forrester report “Forrester Data: Online Retail Forecast, 2017 To 2022 (US).”

8 Eighty-nine percent of US online adults have a mobile phone, compared with 92% of metropolitan Chinese online 
adults; 74% of US online adults have a laptop, compared with 60% of metropolitan Chinese online adults, a figure that 
is likely to be even smaller in rural China. Source: Forrester Data Global Consumer Technographics Online Benchmark 
Survey, 2017.

9 Source: “The State Of Retailing Online 2017,” a Shop.org study conducted by Forrester. Average order values on 
desktops were $148 versus $124 on mobile devices. Average conversion on desktop was 4.2% versus 2.3% on 
mobile browsers.

10 See the Forrester report “The Forrester Retail Wave™: US Mobile Web, Q4 2017.”

11 When asked about the biggest problem they encounter on mobile browsers, consumers said websites load too slowly. 
Source: Forrester Data North American Consumer Technographics Devices And Telecom Online Benchmark Recontact 
Survey, 2015.

12 Source: “The State Of Retailing Online 2018,” a Shop.org study conducted by Forrester.

Mobile solutions in general are regarded as a medium-level investment priority. See the Forrester report “The Top 
Retail Technologies To Watch In 2017.”

13 The forecast measures mobile penetration in categories like consumer electronics, furniture, and sports equipment. 
For the complete list of mobile sales by category, see the Forrester report “Forrester Data: Mobile And Tablet 
Commerce Forecast, 2016 To 2021 (US).”

14 See the Forrester report “Forrester Data: Online Retail Forecast, 2017 To 2022 (US).”

15 Source: Forrester Data Consumer Technographics North American Online Benchmark Survey (Part 1), 2017.

16 Source: Greg Bensinger, “Uber Bucks Its Challenges to Notch Gains in Ridership and Revenue,” The Wall Street 
Journal, February 13, 2018 (https://www.wsj.com/articles/uber-posts-fourth-quarter-loss-of-1-1-billion-on-higher-
sales-1518572881).

17 Forrester’s estimate for mobile commerce in the US was approximately $157 billion in 2017. See the Forrester report 
“Forrester Data: Mobile And Tablet Commerce Forecast, 2016 To 2021 (US).”

18 See the Forrester report “Forrester Data: Mobile And Tablet Commerce Forecast, 2017 To 2022 (US).”
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